The -calculus is an extension of the -calculus with a pattern matching facility. The form of the argument of a function can be speci ed and hence -calculus is more convenient than ordinary -calculus. We explore the basic theory of -calculus, establishing results such as con uence. In doing so, we nd some requirements for patterns that guarantee con uence. Our work can be seen as giving some foundations for implementations of functional programming languages.
Introduction
Functional programming languages can be considered as more or less sugared versions of the lambda calculus ( ). Therefore it is natural to specify the meaning of the constructs in functional programming languages via a translation of these constructs into , after which one can pro t from the extensive amount of theory that is known about , such as CR (the Church-Rosser or con uence property), see e.g. HS86] or Bar84] . In Pey87] a translation of a subset of Miranda 1 is given in two steps, rst into an intermediate language, the extended lambda calculus, and then into . The extended lambda calculus is extended with a pattern matching lambda abstraction facility. (There are some other, less important, features in this extended lambda calculus that we omit in the present work.)
Pattern matching lambda abstraction is a generalisation of ordinary abstraction. In one transforms a term into a function by abstracting from a variable. Application of that function to an argument is then performed by substituting the argument for the free occurrences of the variable in the term (the function body). We can apply this function to any -term because a variable`matches', i.e. can be instantiated to, any -term. In a pattern matching lambda abstraction the pattern abstracted from speci es which form the argument must have in order to match. Such a function is only applicable to instantiations of the pattern.
Application is then performed by substituting the terms bound to the free variables in the pattern into the function body.
We use this idea for typed lambda calculus to extend untyped lambda calculus with a similar construct. The undecidability of equality in untyped lambda calculus forces us to use`syntactic' matching instead of the`semantic' matching used in Pey87] .
As a simple example consider the natural numbers de ned in the usual Peano style, that is, n is represented by S n (0). The predecessor and successor functions are easily expressed as P ( S(x):x) and S + ( x:S(x))
respectively. As another example, the projection functions for pairs can be expressed as 0 ( x;y]:x) and 1 ( x;y]:y)
In this paper a way in which S(x), x;y] and other`constructs' can be represented as syntactic patterns is given. If we allow abstraction from arbitrary -terms we run, not surprisingly, into di culties because di erent evaluation orders can lead to di erent results. As patterns are meant to be xed constructs which can not be evaluated, we should allow as patterns only terms which can not be (partially) destroyed by evaluating parts of the term they are in. We give a restriction, the rigid pattern condition (RPC), for this to hold. We prove that the system , with patterns in a set which satis es RPC, has the Church-Rosser property. A consequence is that is a conservative extension of in the sense that the convertibility relation for restricted to -terms coincides with the convertibility relation for .
A set is given satisfying some simple syntactic restrictions such that it is RPC. The way in which constructors can be modelled in is shown. Next we prove the Finite Developments Theorem for RPC-systems. We obtain an exact upper bound on the maximal development of a term.
In this paper we will use the`naive' notation for terms, that is, with variable names. However in Appendix C we give a simple extension of De Bruijn's notation to handleterms.
Many of the notions used and proofs given are taken from Bar84] and adapted to our systems. (For readers familiar with Bar84], inspection of how the notions are extended probably will do to verify our proofs.)
Preliminaries
For the standard notation used in this paper we refer the reader to Appendix A. Now we x the somewhat less common notations regarding trees and occurrences. The reader already familiar with substitutions de ned by means of occurrences can safely skip this section.
Terms can be considered as labelled trees. It is then natural to identify a node with the unique path leading from the root towards it, where paths are speci ed by sequences of numbers. We rst de ne some operations on sequences. If S is the singleton set fsg then we write s T; snT for S T; SnT respectively.
Trees are just`pre x-closed sets of sequences'. Let ; 6 = T Seq(X).
1. A set T is an X-tree ifỹ 2 T &x /ỹ )x 2 T 2. hi is the root of T.
3. The elements from T are T-nodes.
4. Forz 2 T, (z) = #fx jz hxi 2 Tg, is its out-degree.
5. If a node has out-degree 0, then it is a T-leaf. 6 . If a node has out-degree > 0, then it is an internal T-node.
7. T is complete if for all internal T-nodesx and all y 2 X :x hyi 2 T.
8. u,v,w,. . . denote arbitrary nodes of trees, also called occurrences. Notice that occurrences are not arrowed.
If X is equipped with a partial order , then the lexicographic ordering gives a total ordering on nodes, so a tree is then called an -ordered tree. The set of all -ordered Xtrees is denoted by Tree(X; ). A complete tree in Tree(f0; 1g; <)-tree is a binary tree. The set of all binary trees is denoted by Bintree.
As terms correspond to trees, operations on terms, e.g. replacing an expression by its result, correspond to operations on terms. Note that if u 2 T, then unT is an (ordered) tree again. Let S be an (ordered) tree, letũ be a sequence of pairwise disjoint S-nodes and letT be a sequence of (ordered) trees (with the same length n asũ). 1. An A-labelled X-tree is a pair M = (T;`), where (a) T is an X-tree.
(b)`: T ! A is a total function such that 8u 2 T : (u) = %(`(u)). 
Generalised Lambda Terms
In this section we give the formal de nition of the generalised lambda-calculus and extend the de nitions of convertibility, -congruence, substitution and contexts accordingly.
Throughout this paper we assume V = fv 0 ; v 1 ; v 2 ; . . .g to be a countably in nite set of variables. Furthermore x,y,z,. . . denote arbitrary variables. We will freely mix usage of the two, obviously equivalent, representations. To denote that a generalised -term M has the same representation, in either the rst or second sense, as a generalised -term N, we write M N, so is the diagonal of the set of pairs of terms. If M is a generalised -term in the rst sense, we write (T M ;`M) to denote the corresponding representation of M in the second sense (as labelled tree). By abuse of language we sometimes say that a term M has a certain property when we mean that the underlying tree of M has that property, e.g. u 2 M instead of u 2 T M .
These two de nitions allow us to specify various operations on terms in both a structural and a denotational way. In most cases we give the speci cation in whichever is the most convenient way. Sometimes we need to restrict the set of patterns.
Definition 3.4. -terms 1. For all , the set of -terms is de ned inductively as follows:
2. With X,Y ,Z,. . . we denote arbitrary patterns in .
If we choose = , then we do not restrict , so = . If we choose = V then we obtain obviously the ordinary set of -terms, so we identify V with . 3. jMj is the length of M, that is, the number of symbols in M. Note that ( (xy):(xy)) and ( hx; yi:(xy)) do not denote the same generalised -term.
The former is an abstraction with an application as pattern while the latter is a repeated abstraction from a variable.
The basic equivalence relation on -terms is that of convertibility. This relation will be generated, just like in ordinary -calculus, by axioms. In order to formulate these axioms, a substitution operator is needed. M Ñ =x] denotes the result of simultaneously substituting elements ofÑ for corresponding elements ofx in M. As in the case of ordinary -calculus, some care is needed in de ning this operation in order to avoid confusion between free and bound variables. This care will be postponed for a moment. Provability in is a special case of provability in .
(( (xy):(yx))(MN)) (( (xy):(yx))(xy) hM; Ni=hx; yi]) = (yx) hM; Ni=hx; yi] (NM).
A function F which exchanges the elements of an application does not exist in ordinary lambda calculus as it would lead to the following inconsistency :
(So we should and will not allow this in our pattern-matching lambda calculus either.)
We can test whether two terms are identical; another unrealistic feature.
Projection on the rst element of a pair. A subterm may occur several times; e.g. M ( (xI):((xI)(xI))) has three occurrences of the subterm I ( y:y). In the sequel, if M denotes a term, we takem to be the sequence of free variables of M, unless stated otherwise. (Note that the sequence is not unique but can be made so by assuming an ordering on V.)
Next -congruence for can be de ned as for . See Appendix A for a formal de nition or Appendix C for a formalism, based on the De Bruijn notation dB72] for , which identi escongruent terms on a syntactic level. Because -congruent terms exhibit identical functional behaviour, we consider them to be syntactically equivalent (terms are considered modulo -congruence). Obviously should be closed under -congruence.
Variable convention
If M 1 ; . . . ; M n occur in a certain mathematical context (e.g. de nition, proof), then in these terms all bound variables are chosen to be di erent from the free variables.
Definition 3.8. Substitution
The result of substituting elements ofÑ for the free occurrences of the corresponding variables in a sequencex, in M (notation M Ñ =x] or M N 1 ; . . . ; N n =x 1 ; . . . ; x n ]) is inductively de ned as follows.
1.
In the third clause it is not needed to say \provided thatỹ \x = ; andỹ \ FV(L) = ;".
By the variable convention this is the case. One easily veri es that this de nition is equivalent to the following one, linking the denition above to the tree formalism described in Section 2. The substitution lemma for is easily extended to . The easy proof is given to get acquainted with the notation. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of M. 
The Church-Rosser Property for
To prove that a theory (in our case ) is consistent it is su cient to show that there are terms which are not convertible. The standard way, for related systems anyway, to prove consistency consists of three parts. First show that the convertibility relation is a subset of the convertibility relation = R induced by some binary relation R. Then show that the reduction relation R induced by R has the Church-Rosser property, that is, every two R-convertible terms have a common R-reduct. Finally pick two distinct terms which are R-normal forms. Then we are done because these two terms have no common R-reduct and hence are not R-convertible and so not convertible either.
First we formalise the terminology. It is the terminology from Bar84], extended to handle our case. 
In most cases we leave out the subscript from . 
We leave out the subscript from the relations induced by when no confusion arises. Some of the proofs of the following propositions are routine and therefore omitted. 
Con uence for
In order to show that has the Church-Rosser property|our second obligation for proving consistency|we have to do more work. In this subsection, we will try to adapt the proof strategy of P. Martin-L of and W. Tait for proving the Church-Rosser property, to our system. It turns out that the Church-Rosser property does not hold for arbitrary . Therefore we require to satisfy the rigid pattern condition. We prove that under this condition indeed has the Church-Rosser property. An easy consequence is then that is a conservative extension of . We introduce a set (properly containing V) which satis es the rigid pattern condition. But rst, again, the standard terminology. We will need to be able to pinpoint`where the action takes place' in a reduction. Therefore the following de nition is useful. The following are equivalent : 3. R is con uent if R R R R ; whenever we can do two diverging reductions we can nd converging reductions. This can also be stated as R j = (see Appendix A).
4. R is locally con uent if R ! R R R ; whenever we can do two diverging reduction steps we can nd converging reductions. It is well known (and easy to show) that CR implies UN, con uence implies local con uence and that con uence is equivalent to CR. Because of this last fact and because local con uence does not imply con uence, local con uence is also called weak Church-Rosser or WCR for short.
By the observations just made it is su cient to prove The idea of concurrent reduction is to reduce an arbitrary number of redexes present in a term concurrently. Two extreme case are reduction of no redex at all (`empty reduction'), and reduction of all redexes present (`full substitution').
We rst show that 1 is a possible candidate and prove some simple properties. Some routine proofs are again omitted. 2. We have to prove that there exist -terms M and N such that 0 M = N By 1 we can take any two -terms which are not convertible in , e.g. I and K. 2
We wanted to extend with patterns but is there a set which is RPC and which properly contains V? Because of Example 4.18 the following de nition seems reasonable. The test for zero can be implemented by 0 .
However, is not the maximal set for which the corresponding -reduction is CR. For there is, due to the limitation of patterns being variables, only one such redex, . In one can construct others as the following example shows. Note that y contains y as free variable, and that by replacing y by an arbitrary term there are in nitely many redexes which reduce in one step to themselves. We consider patterns reducing to themselves to be pathological cases, so we assume henceforth that does not contain such patterns. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to show the way in which our notions can be extended to patterns containing redexes.
Con uence by Marking
Besides the one presented in the previous section, there is another well-known method for proving con uence. The idea is that we can keep track of what happens to redexes in a reduction. For this purpose we mark some redexes in a term and then \trace the marked redexes through a reduction path", resulting in a set of residuals in the term the reduction path ends with. Then by investigating the interaction between marked reduction and ordinary reduction we are able to prove con uence again.
We rst introduce an auxiliary extension of in which lambda's can be marked. 
Let
The set 0 of 0 -terms is inductively de ned as follows. Notice that in 0 only redexes can be marked, so it is crucial that 0 is closed under reduction. By reexamining Example 4.18 and De nition 4.19 it should be clear that we again must impose the rigid pattern condition on . We now examine the connections between ordinary and marked reduction. By repeated application the result above also holds for the transitive closure of the reduction relations.
Apart from just leaving out all indices, there is another natural way to do away with the indices; just reduce all the indexed redexes. 
In other words, contracts all the redexes with an index in a term from the inside to the outside. How this operation interacts with marked reduction is stated in the following lemmas which should be intuitively clear. So both of the methods presented in this and the previous section are easily extended from to handle . Once CR is proved, the obvious question is to ask whether also the other standard result from , the Finite Developments theorem (FD), holds for . This question is investigated in the next section.
The Finiteness of Developments
The main theorem in this section states that for each M 2 the so called developments (a special kind of reduction starting with M) are always nite. A more succinct formulation is SN ( IN ) that is, reductions on 0 contracting only indexed redexes are always nite. As is the case for , con uence of can be derived from this theorem. For the proof we extend the terminology for marked reduction given in the previous subsection following Bar84]. The next lemma states some properties of residuals. The last one states that we can`trace' several redexes simultaneously. In the next section we deviate from the line followed in Bar84].
SN( IN )
The Finite Developments Theorem states that all developments are nite. According to the previous lemma this is equivalent to stating that all IN -reductions are nite. We prove this by a proof strategy which strongly resembles the one given in dV87]. We establish an exact upper bound on the length of the maximal development (maximal with respect to its length) kQ i k in De nition 5.10(1b), for the -norm of an indexed redex, there would have been no need for splitting in Lemma 5.13(3b), thus yielding a considerable simpli cation of the proof. The price to be paid is that we then no longer obtain an exact upper bound. Remark. By examining the proof above (especially case 3b), it is clear that RPC can be weakened to the following condition to prove WCR for . For marked reduction this is not the case, because then it is required that the common reduct is reached by`essentially the same reduction paths'. This example is a counterexample to CR but not to UN as is shown in dV87]. It is conceivable that by a method similar to the one used there one can show UN, and therefore consistency of for which are WCR. We do not consider this here. 
Conclusions
Pattern matching lambda calculus, , allows one to write functions in a way resemblant of functional programs without losing the fundamental theorems (CR and FD) from ordinary -calculus. But not everthing is hunky-dory. For systems which satisfy the Church-Rosser property no matter what reductions we perform, we know we can still reach the normal form (if it exists). For systems which are UN but not CR this no longer holds, as Example 5.20 shows. In this case the reduction strategy, i.e. the strategy determining which redex to reduce next, is obviously important. However also for Church-Rosser systems it is. If we reduce in a naive way we could get stuck in a loop, e.g. ((KI) ) ! ((KI) ) ! . . ., but ((KI) ) ! I. For (CR) we have the Standardization Theorem, which states that always reducing the leftmost outermost redex, i.e. the one with the least occurrence with respect to the lexicographic ordering, leads to the normal form (if one exists). For this is not the case due to the fact that patterns can be`built', as the next example based on HL79] shows. As the examples show, has characteristics of both lambda calculus (evidently) and term rewriting systems (where rewriting is based on pattern matching). As shown in the examples term rewriting systems can be`coded' in , but at present the coding of a case analysis is a bit clumsy as the following example shows. we also write x y. If X = Y then is a binary relation on X. The diagonal of X will be denoted by = X or just X if it is clear from the context that a binary relation is meant. Let
